
Relational Junction Key Benefits
Eliminates challenges of traditional data lakes to deliver reliability and support for analytics

Forms the foundation for a higly scalable lakehouse that supports all types of data workloads

Delivers massive scale and speed with optimized performance features such as indexing

Runs operations on one simplified architecture that avoids complex and redundant systems

Simplifies ETL processes by enabling rapid connection to a wide variety of data sources

Relational Junction delivers reliability, security, and performance on your data lake. By replacing 
data silos with a single home for structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data, Relational 
Junction is the foundation for a cost-effective, highly scalable lakehouse.

The Relational Junction Data Lakehouse platform is the top data ingestion tool within the Oracle 
Partner Lakehouse Ecosystem, allowing customers to bring data from various sources to their data 
warehouse, data lake, or lakehouse in just minutes. Easily combine the best elements of data lakes 
and data warehouses to unify your data within a flexible data lakehouse.

The Foundation to Your Lakehouse

Data Warehouse
Data that is known and 
curated with problem 
solving capabilities

Data Lake
Data that is raw, 
un-curated with 

unknown or low value

Data Lakehouse 
United platform simplifies 
your data architecture by 

eliminating data silos



About Sesame Software
Sesame Software is the Enterprise Data Management leader, delivering data rapidly for enhanced 
reporting and analytics. Sesame Software’s data platform combines data warehousing, integration, 
replication, and backup capabilities to fit your business needs. Quickly connect to SaaS, 
on-premise, and cloud applications for accelerated insights. Learn more today!
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Maximize The Power of Oracle Lakehouse
This unified platform simplifies your data architecture by eliminating the data silos that 
traditionally separate analytics and data science. Relational Junction helps Oracle 
customers simplify ETL development and management with improved data reliability and 
cloud-scale production to help build the lakehouse foundation.

Relational Junction is the top data ingest tool 
within the Oracle Lakehouse Ecosystem.


